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I LACE Well-known Types of Laces I 
A BEAUTIFUL SPECIMEN OF OLD ITALIAN LACE 

This strip is an old specimen of the style known as Point 9e Burano. Burano is a little town on the island of Burano in 
the Adriatic, 6 miles from Venice, and is noted for its school of lace-making . 
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drawn on parchment, is stitched to a piece of 
heavy linen for the purpose of holding it straight. 
Threads, sometimes three or four in number, 
are laid on the many lines of the pattern, and · 
are lightly fastened through to the linen. The 
entire figure is then worked, filling and open work 
mesh by mesh, and when it is completed the 
stitches holding it to the linen are cut and the 
lace comes free. . 

In bobbin lace, the design is drawn off on 
stiff parchment which is carefully stretched 
over a ''pillow,'' a round or oval board stuffed 
to form a cushion, and placed on the knees of 
the worker. The pattern is picked out along 
the outline of the drawing, and small pins are 
stuck at close intervals. Around . these pins 
threads wound on bobbins of varying size are 
twisted and crossed to form the various meshes 
and openings. The pattern or " gimp " is 
formed by interweaving a much thicker thread. 
Needlepoint lace is the heavier lace, and has 
the appearance of greater strength, but pillow 
lace is very supple and is prized for the way 
it can be draped. 

Origin and History of Lace 
It is generally agreed that lace, as we under

stand it to-day, was :first made when Europe, 
emerging from the severe and formal Middle 
Ages, began to bedeck itself in a graceful and 
beautiful manner, although specimens of woven 
fabrics of lace-like character have been found 
in the ancient tombs. 

During the first two centuries of lace-making, 
men used more lace on their dress than women . 
It was used for ruffs, cuffs, collars, scarves, and 
cravats, and ruffles of lace at the top of heavy. 

boots were not unusual. The most famous 
laces of this early time were those of Venice, 
Milan, and Genoa. Venice was celebrated for 
her points, and Genoa and Milan produced 
almost exclusively pillow laces. Such lace as 
was woven in the 16th and 17th centuries can
not be made in a commercial way to-day. The 
modern hand-made lace is often more artistic in 
design, but it cannot be compared with the old 
pieces preserved in libraries and museums in 
fineness of execution and thread. 

How Laces Got Their Names 
As the industry developed in those early 

days, the workers broke away from the stiff 
geometrical designs which mark the early laces. 
The various towns of Italy, France, Belgium, 
Spain, and elsewhere, sought to make a pro
duct of exclusive pattern that would gain them 
prestige in the few great centres of commerce 
of that day. This explains the various names 
that were given to types of laces hundreds of 
years ago, and which still persist. 

Some of the b etter known hand-made laces are: 
.Al~on. A fine needlepoint lace named from the town 

in which it was first made. It has a closeness, firmness, 
and evenness not found in any other point lace. 

Bru,ssels. B est-known variety is an application lace 
- .a lace made by sewing completed patterns on a 
machine-made net. 

Cluny. A plaited lace made in silk, linen, or cotton. 
The patterns are mostly birds, animals or flowers. 

Filet Lace. A darned net lace. · 
Irish. Chiefly a point lace made at Limerick entirely 

by the n eedle with very small meshes. 
H oniton Pillow. Made in Honiton, Devonshire, cele

brated for the beauty of its figures and sprigs. 
V alenciennes. A solid and durable pillow lace having 

the same kind of thread throughout for ground and 
pattern. The most beautiful of all French pillow laces. 

For ang .Jabject not /ound .in it.J alphabetical place see information 
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